Greece exile urges boycott

By Harvey Baker

Elias Demetracopolous, Greek exile and outspoken critic of the ruling Greek military junta, spoke Wednesday afternoon at MIT, and called for a six-point proposal by the Nixon administration of past policies of friendship to the Greek government. He said that US support was crucial for the maintenance of the junta, not supporting it, the government would be more violent. He warned that Greece is considered important in Europe, that the US supports it, would ultimately result in a weakening of NATO.

The Greek army was being used more for domestic counterinsurgency than for fighting any insurgency than for fighting any insurgency. US support was crucial for the Greek government. He said that US support was crucial for the maintenance of the junta, not supporting it, the government would be more violent. He warned that Greece is considered important in Europe, that the US supports it, would ultimately result in a weakening of NATO.